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ADVANTAGES OF IT PROFESSIONS:

1. A significant number of vacancies in the IT labor market 
(Web programmer, SEO marketer, SMM specialist, content 
manager, copywriter, link builder, link manager, web analyst, 
targeting specialist, front-end developer, back-end developer, 
embedded programmer, QA engineer, software tester, etc.) 
make it easy to find a job.

2. You are always aware of all the news in the field of IT, even 
if you are not a programmer. This means that you always have 
something to talk about with your friends.

3. Working in IT is often working in an international team, 
which means the opportunity to visit different countries.

4. IT companies are interested in their employees possessing 
modern technologies, being able to freely interact, and 
therefore offer their employees various ways to improve their 
qualifications, from English courses to professional trainings.

5. The IT sphere is indeed one of the leaders in terms of 
salaries in Belarus. This will ensure a decent standard of living 
for you and your family.

6. For work, you only need a computer connected to the 
Internet, and you can fulfill orders all over the world, that 
means have a flexible work schedule or work remotely.

Before, everyone wanted to be astronauts,
now - programmers. Undoubtedly, the IT sphere has 
become the most attractive for employment in the modern 
labor market in most countries.
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You don't need to know how to program for working in the IT 
industry. In this case, you work with programmers, but do not 
program yourself:

IT recruiter is an employee who is responsible for quick 
search, high-quality selection and filling a vacancy.

HR manager is connected at the stage of adaptation of a new 
employee. He works with employees of the company and 
develops a corporate culture.

Account manager knows how to resolve conflicts between a 
client and a project manager or directly with a specialist. He 
also knows everything about the clients of this business and its 
competitors.

Project manager is interested in IT technologies, a special 
strength is organizational skills and software skills

Game scriptwriter creates a script based on which animations, 
characters and locations will be created in the future.

3D Modeler is a specialist who creates characters and 
locations in 3D.

WORK IN IT-COMPANY FOR NON-TECHNICAL 
SPECIALTIES



WHY DO YOU NEED BECAME A MASTER?
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1. Master's degree provides deeper knowledge, develops 
research skills and increases your competitiveness in the labor 
market.

2. Master's degree gives the opportunity to engage in scientific 
research, to take part in scientific projects, including with 
payment.

3. Master's degree will help you find like-minded people and 
start implementing your own startup.

4. There is a desire to study for a master's degree, but there is 
no IT diploma? No problem, you just need to pass an 
additional entrance exam.

5. In the magistracy, there is an opportunity to systematize the 
previously acquired knowledge and acquire a number of 
flexible skills (soft skills) within the framework of the 
international educational project MACICT.

6. Work on creating a product is combined in the magistracy 
with training by Belarusian and foreign teachers, practical work 
with experienced employees of IT companies, as well as the 
exchange of experience between teams of students.

7. By effectively acquiring soft skills, you can significantly 
increase your chances of getting a job in an IT company, 
where there is high competition among newcomers.

8. Being a master is prestigious!
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We analyzed the needs of the labor market in Belarus and 
introduced the most popular disciplines into the educational 
process

We studied the best domestic and European pedagogical 
practices and used them in the development of our curricula.

We have provided an opportunity to acquire flexible skills (soft 
skills) while studying 10 disciplines popular and in demand in 
the IT industry.

We cooperate with the largest IT companies in the region and 
country, such as EPAM Systems, IBA Gomel Park, iTechArt, 
Exadel, ANDERSEN, Godel Technologies, Neurolab, Modem, 
WhiteKIT, ITSupportMe, OpenMyGame, etc.

WITHIN THE MACICT PROGRAM
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originals of the diploma of higher education and 
supplements to it

4 photographs measuring 3 x 4 cm;

medical certificate on the state of health in the form 
established by the Ministry of Health;

an extract from the minutes of the meeting of the council of 
the faculty of the institution of higher education, containing 
recommendations;

recommendation for studying at the II stage of higher 
education of an organization interested in training a master 
(for those entering a higher education institution not in the 
year of completion of studies at the I stage of higher 
education for training at the expense of the budget);

an extract (copy) from the work book, or a copy of a civil 
law contract, and (or) a copy of the certificate of state 
registration of an individual entrepreneur, and (or) a 
document confirming the registration of an artisan with a tax 
authority, and (or) a copy of a certificate for implementation 
notarial activity, and (or) a copy of a lawyer's certificate, and 
(or) a professional certificate of a creative worker, and (or) 
a document confirming membership in a creative union - for 
persons applying for higher education in correspondence or 
evening form of higher education for budget account;

identity document (presented in person);

list and copies of published scientific works, descriptions of 
inventions, reports on completed research and 
development (if any)

WHAT IS NECESSARY FOR ENTRY TO MASTER?



CONTACT US

www.macict.eu

info@macict.eu

macict.eu

macict
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